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Abstract
The cell discretization algorithm is used to approximate solutions to self-adjoint elliptic equations with general nonhomo-
geneous Dirichlet or Neumann or mixed-boundary values. Error estimates are obtained showing general convergence. This
provides the framework for a nonoverlapping iterative algorithm for domain decomposition. The domain of a Dirichlet
problem is partitioned into two subdomains. Solutions on the two subdomains can be patched together to form a solution
to the original problem provided the solutions agree across the common interface of the subdomains and the normal
derivatives there have equal absolute values and are opposite in sign. We generate such a solution by alternating between
imposing Neumann and Dirichlet conditions on the interface, with boundary data adapted from the results of the previous
approximation. A posteriori error estimates show that we have global convergence provided computed interface errors are
suciently small. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The cell discretization algorithm (CDA) is a general nonconforming method for approximating
solutions of partial dierential equations due to Greenstadt [9,10] and Raviart and Thomas [15].
The method is quite similar to the mortar element method of Bernardi and Maday et al. [3{5,13].
Domains are partitioned into cells and approximations on each cell are constructed using any basis.
Another set of basis functions dened on the interfaces between cells is used to achieve weak
continuity on the entire domain by requiring that the dierences of the traces of approximations on
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the common boundaries of adjacent cells be orthogonal to increasing numbers of the interface basis,
a process called moment collocation. If polynomial bases are used, the algorithm contains the hp
nite element method [1,2,7,12] as a special case.
In Section 2, we extend the methods in [5,17] to approximate solutions for elliptic equations with
Neumann and mixed Neumann{Dirichlet boundary values. We derive error estimates to establish
convergence of the approximations.
The results in Section 2 provide the framework for an iterative algorithm for treating nonover-
lapping domain decomposition. This method, similar to [8,14], has been developed by Rice et al.
[16]. A domain of a Dirichlet problem is partitioned into two subdomains; solutions on two sub-
domains can be patched together to form a solution to the original problem provided the solutions
agree across the common interface of the subdomains and the outward normal derivatives there have
equal absolute values and are opposite in sign. Such a solution is approximated here and in [16]
by alternating between imposing Neumann and then Dirichlet conditions on the interface between
the two subdomains, with boundary data adapted from the results of the previous approximation.
Convergence of this method when the domain is a rectangle is established in [16]. Yang [19,20]
describes a method where, at each iteration, one subdomain passes a convex combination of Dirich-
let data to the other, while the other subdomain requires that a combination of Neumann data be
passed to it; the roles are exchanged at each iteration, and convergence is established under certain
conditions.
In Section 3, using the CDA and employing the alternating algorithm in [16], we obtain an a
posteriori estimate for Dirichlet problems for coercive self-adjoint elliptic operators that expresses a
global approximation error as a sum of error terms independent of the iterative process plus computed
interface errors which are evaluated at each iteration. The rst error terms can be made suciently
small using the results in [6,17]; iterations of the alternating algorithm are then done until hopefully
the computed error is also suciently small. In [8,16,19,20], the way the results of each iteration
are combined to give new boundary values is controlled by adapting some relaxation parameters
that may accelerate the convergence. The form of our estimate gives a clear indication of how this
might be done. Examples of the method are given in Section 4.
2. Inhomogeneous Dirichlet, Neumann and mixed-boundary conditions
The task is to approximate the solution of an elliptic self-adjoint problem of form
Eu= f; (1)
over a bounded domain 
 in RK with boundary   that is piecewise C1 with Lipschitz derivatives.
Elliptic operator Eu has form
Eu  −
KX
i; j=1
Di(Aij(x)Dju) + A0(x)u; (2)
where Di denotes partial dierentiation with respect to xi, and Aij and Ao 2 C 0(
).
We consider a mixed-boundary value problem. The boundary   is the union of two sets  1 and
 2; each  i is assumed to be the union of C1 patches  j0 (see [17] for a full denition); we denote
the  j0 that partition  1 by  1; j0;  2 is the union of  2; j0.
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On  1 the boundary condition is
u j 1 = g: (3)
We require that the boundary data g on  1 is in H 3=2( 1).
Let Dnu by the \co-normal derivative with respect to E of u on  2" dened as follows: If 2 is
the trace map of u onto  2, with outward normal (n1; : : : ; nK),
Dnu 
KX
p; q
2(ApqDqu)np:
On  2 the Neumann boundary value requirement is that
Dnu= h; (4)
where h is in L2( 2).
Variational methods can be used to convert this problem to the following weak formulation [11,18]:
Let H 10;1(
) be the subspace of functions in H
1(
) equal to zero on  1.
Dene
a(u; v) =
Z


KX
i; j
Aij(x)DiuDjv+ A0(x)uv dx:
From [17], there is a constant M such that ja(u; v)j6Mkuk1kvk1: Let h; i2 denote the L2( 2) inner
product.
The weak formulation requires that we nd u 2 H 1(
) satisfying u j 1 = g such that
a(u; v)− (f; v)0 + hh; 2(v)i2
for all v 2 H 10;1(
).
The setting for the method is described in full in [6,17]. We summarize here.
We assume that bounded domain 
 in RK (with boundary  ) is partitioned into N subdomains

i with Lipschitz continuous boundaries that are piecewise C1 (denoted by LPC
1); such subdomains
are called cells. The exterior is 
0  RKn 
.
Let H 1(
i) denote the usual Hilbert space on each cell 
i with inner product (; )1; i. The H 1(
i)
norm is denoted kk1; i. Expression (; )i represents the L2(
i) inner product, with the norm expressed
as k  k0; i.
These spaces are assembled to form Hilbert space
H  fu 2 L2(
): u j
i 2 H 1(
i); i = 1; : : : ; Ng
with inner product
(u; v)H 
NX
i=1
(u; v)1; i
and norm represented by k  kH .
Let  ij represent 
i \ 
j.  i0 is a boundary segment between 
i and 
0. The inner product for
L2( ij) is denoted by h; iij, with norm represented as k  kij.
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We denote by ij the trace operator restricting uj
i to its values on  ij. There are constants Cij
that depend on the geometry of 
i such that for any u 2 H; kij(u)kij6Cijkuk1; i.
For each  ij, choose f!ijq g1q=1 to be functions in H 1=2( ij) that are a basis for L2( ij). For any n,
suppose that Fijn is the linear span of f!ijk gnk=1. For any h 2 L2( ij), let Sijn (h) denote the L2( ij)
orthogonal projection onto Fijn , so that with T
ij
n (h)  h−Sijn (h),
kTijn (h)kij = inffkh− ijn kij: ijn 2 Fijn g:
For any h and > 0, there is some N(h; ) such that n>N(h; )) kTijn (h)kij < .
For any u 2 H , we dene the kth moment of uj
i on  ij to be
Mijk (u)  hij(u); !ijk iij :
Let NI be the number of interfaces  ij. Form multi-index [n], an NI -vector of nonnegative integers
(: : : ; nij; : : :), with integer nij associated with interface  ij.
Let
G[n]  fu2H : for any ij; j 6=0; ij = 1; : : : ; NI and for any k6nij we have Mijk (u) =Mjik (u)g;
this is the set of functions u in H such that the dierence of the traces from either side of any
internal interface  ij; ij(u) − ji(u), is L2( ij)-orthogonal to !ijk ; k = 1; : : : ; nij. We call such weak
continuity across interfaces moment collocation.
To approximate a weak zero boundary condition on  1 =
S
 1; i0, we form
G0;1[n] = fu 2 G[n]: for any  1; i0; for any k6n1; i0; M 1; i0k (u) = 0g:
Multi-index [n] is extended to include reference to  1; i0.
We dene a partial order for multi-indices; we say [n0]>[n] ) for any ij; n0ij>nij. If [nk] is a
sequence of multi-indices, k = 1; 2; : : : ; we say that [nk] ! [1] if [nk]6[nk+1] and inf ijfnkijg ! 1
as k !1.
For the ith cell 
i, choose any basis fBikg for H 1(
i). For any v in H 1(
i) and any m, let Sim(v)
denote the H 1(
i) orthogonal projection onto Fim, which we dene to be the linear span of fBikgmk=1,
with Qim(v)  v−Sim(v). Thus limm!1kQim(v)k1; i = 0.
Let [m] be an N -dimensional multi-index indicating the number of basis functions used in the
approximation on each of the N cells; we adopt the same notational conventions as those used for
multi-index [n].
Dene H [m] to be the subspace of H such that for any v 2 H [m]; v j
i is in the span of
fBi1; Bi2; : : : ; Bimig.
Given [m], and any function v in H; Q[m](v) is dened to be the function in H such that
Q[m](v) j
i = Qimi(vj
i). Thus Q[m]() is the projection of H onto H [m]?; lim[m]![1]kQ[m](v)kH = 0.
Let G0;1[n][m]  G0;1[n] \ H [m]. The moment collocation requirements are met by requiring that
certain linear equations hold among the bik , e.g., for u 2 G0[n][m], so u j
i =
Pmi
k=1 b
i
kB
i
k for suitable
bik , we require that, on internal interfaces  ij,
hij(u); !ijpiij − hji(u); !ijpiij = 0; p= 1; : : : ; nij;
which gives the requirement
miX
k=1
bikhij(Bik); !ijpiij −
mjX
k=1
bjkhji(Bjk); !ijpiij = 0
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and, for the external boundary segments  1; i0,
hi0(u); !i0p ii0 = 0; p= 1; : : : ; n1; i0;
which becomes
miX
k=1
bikhij(Bik); !i0p ii0 = 0:
We let Pnm() denote the H -orthogonal projection of G0;1[n] onto G0;1[n][m].
To accommodate the inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on  1, the following subset of
G[n] is used in the proof:
D1[n]fu 2 G[n]: for any i such that  1; i0 is part of  1 and for any
q6n1; i0 moment M 1; i0q (u) = hg; !1; i0q ii0g:
D1[n] is the set of functions in G[n] that weakly approximate the boundary data g on  1.
Our approximations are in set D1[n][m]  D1[n] \ H [m].
The following lemma connects estimates in terms of these spaces.
Lemma 1. For any w 2 D1[n]; there exists a unique function denoted Rnm(w) 2 D1[n][m] such that
kw −Rnm(w)kH = infv2D1[n][m] kw − vkH if D1[n][m] 6= ;:
If w0 is in D1[n][m] then Rnm(w)− w0 =Pnm(w − w0):
There is a parameter K([n]) such that
kw −Rnm(w)kH6K([n])kQ[m](w)kH :
The proof follows from a similar result in [17].
Green’s formula (Eu; v) = a(u; v) − hDnu; (v)i is valid for LPC1 domains for u in H 2 and v in
H 1 if the Aij are suciently smooth [18]; in particular, this holds with our assumptions concerning
the Aij and for 
 and all 
j.
Under our assumptions, with the additional assumption that 
 is of class C2;1, there is a unique
solution u in H 2(
) such that Eu= f and 1(u) = g on  1 and Dnu= h on  2 [18]. For each cell
interface  ij; Dnij u is in L2( ij), and u 2 D1[n].
A variational argument shows that a unique function un;m exists in D1[n][m] that minimizes
a(u; u)− 2(f; u)0 − 2hh; 2(u)i 2 ;
over all u 2 D1[n][m], and
a(un;m; v) = (f; v) + hh; 2(v)i 2 (5)
for all v in G0;1[n][m].
un;m is obtained by solving a system of linear equations. Then the matrix describing the system
is nonsingular if [m] is suciently large [17].
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Theorem 2. Assume the Aij and A0 are in C1(
) and Aij(x) = Aji(x) and there exists c> 0 such
that
KX
i; j
Aij(x)zizj>c
KX
i=1
z2i
for x in domain 
 for any zi 2 R. Assume that A0>c also. Let (nf ) be the largest number of faces
 ij of any of the N cells. If u is the solution in H 2(
) to (1){(4) and un;m solves (5); then
cku− un;mkH6(nf )
p
N supfCijgsup
kTijni (Dni)kij}+MK([n])kQ[m](u)kH ;
where supfkTijnij (Dnij u)kijg is taken over the internal interfaces  ij and the boundary faces com-
prising  1:
Thus [n] is to be chosen so that the error estimated by the rst term is acceptable. Since the set
of H [m] is dense in H and u 2 H , the error expressed by the second term is small if [m] is made
suciently large.
Proof. Since u− un;m 2 G0;1[n] and Rnm(u)− un;m =Pnm(u− un;m) 2 G0;1[n][m];
cku− un;mk2H 6 a(u− un;m; u− un;m)
= a(u− un;m; u−Rnm(u) +Rnm(u)− un;m)
= a(u− un;m; u−Rnm(u)) + a(u− un;m;Rnm(u)− un;m)
= a(u− un;m; u−Rnm(u)) + a(u;Rnm(u)− un;m)− a(un;m;Rnm(u)− un;m):
Let
=Rnm(u)− un;m =Pnm(u− un;m):
a(un;m;Rnm(u)− un;m) = a(un;m; ) = (f; ) + hh; 2()i2
= (f; )0 +
X
 2; j
hh; j0()ij0:
Using Green’s formula,
a(u;Rnm(u)− un;m) = a(u; ) =
NX
i=1
a(u; )i
=
NX
i=1
 
(Eu; )i +
X
j
hDnij u; ij()iij
!
=
NX
i=1
 
(f; )i +
X
j
hDnij u; ij()iij
!
= (f; )0 +
NX
i=1
X
j
hDnij u; ij()iij :
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Using the fact that if the boundary segment is an internal interface, Dnij u=−Dnji u and ij(u)=ji(u),
and grouping the sum of the boundary integrals above in pairs (if the boundary segment is an
internal interface) we obtain
NX
i=1
X
j
hDnij u; ij()iij =
X
 ij
hDnij u; ij()− ji()iij
+
X
 1; i0
hDni0u; i0()ii0 +
X
 2; i0
hDni0u; i0()ii0:
The rst sum in the expression above is taken over j 6= 0, and we assume that i< j. Since u is the
solution in H 2(
),X
 2; i0
hDni0u; i0()ii0 =
X
 2; i0
hh; i0()ii0:
Thus
cku− un;mk2H 6 a(u− un;m; u− un;m)
= a(u− un;m; u−Rnm(u)) + a(u; )− a(un;m; )
= a(u− un;m; u−Rnm(u)) + (f; )0 +
X
 ij
hDnij u; ij()− ji()iij
+
X
 1; i0
hDni0u; i0()ii0 +
X
 2; i0
hh; i0()ii0
−(f; )0 −
X
 2; i0
hh; j0()ij0
= a(u− un;m; u−Rnm(u))
+
X
 ij
hDnij u; ij()− ji()iij +
X
 1; i0
hDni0u; i0()ii0:
Since  is in G0;1[n][m], the dierences of the traces of  on any  ij are orthogonal to the [n]
collocation functions, so we can use Schwarz’ inequality to obtain estimate
jhDnij u; ij()− ji()iijj = jhTijnij (Dnij u); ij()− ji()iijj
6 kTijnij (Dnij u)kij
kij()kij + kji()kij
6 kTijnij (Dnij u)kij

Cijkk1; i + Cjikk1; j

:
A similar estimate holds on boundary segment  1; i0. If we add these estimates and recall that any
kk1; i will appear at most nf times in such sums, it follows that
X
 ij
hDnij u; ij()− ji()iij +
X
 1; i0
hDni0u; i0()i1; i0

6supfCijgsupfkTijnij (Dnij u)kijg(nf )
p
NkkH :
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Also, ja(u− un;m; u−Rnm(u))j6Mku− un;mkHku−Rnm(u)kH . Recalling the denition of , we have
kkH = kPnm(u− un;m)kH6ku− un;mkH . Thus
cku− un;mk2H 6Mku− un;mkHku−Rnm(u)kH
+supfCijgsupfkTijnij (Dnij u)kijg(nf )
p
Nku− un;mkH ;
we can cancel ku− un;mkH from both sides of this equation and use Lemma 1 to obtain our result.
3. A posteriori estimates for the alternating algorithm
We consider a transmission problem that provides the theoretical basis for an algorithm for ‘gluing’
two domains together for domain decomposition. For simplicity, assume that our elliptic operator
Eu is −u+ u.
The following two problems are equivalent [16]:
(A) Suppose 
 is a connected domain of class C2;1 with boundary  . For g 2 H 3=2( ) and f 2
L2(
), there exists a unique u 2 H 2(
) such that
−u+ u= f and (u) = g [18]:
(B) Suppose 
, the domain of class C2;1 with boundary   in (A) is partitioned into two connected
subdomains 
1 and 
2 with LPC1 boundaries. Let  1  
1\ ;  2  
2\  and  3  
1\ 
2.
i3() is the trace map evaluating u dened on 
i on boundary segment  3.
Solve −ui + ui = fi  fj
i on
i; uij i = gi  gj i ; on 3 we require that 13(u1) = 23(u2) and
Dn13u1 =−Dn23u2, where Dni3ui is the outward normal derivative i3(3ui)  ni3, where ni3 is the unit
normal vector to  3, outward with respect to 
i. Thus n13 =−n23.
Our adaptation of the alternating methods of [16,19,20] to approximate the solution of (B) is the
following:
Step 0: Given [n] and [m], approximate the solution to mixed-boundary value problem
−ui + ui = fi; uij i = gi; Dni3ui = 0.
The iterative steps are the following:
Step D(k): Assume we have approximations uk−1i; n;m; use these to dene
gk  k−1(s)13(uk−11; n;m)+k−1(s)23(uk−12; n;m), where s parameterizes  3 and approximate the Dirichlet
problem
−uk0i + uk
0
i + fi; u
k0
i j i = gi; i3(uk
0
i ) = g
k
and denote the approximation uk
0
i; n;m: 
j and j are to be judiciously chosen with the hope that, on
 3; gk is close to the actual value of u, the solution of (A). For example, we might assume that
j;  j>0 and j + j = 1, with the simplest supposition being that j = j = 12 . Although not
required, the supposition is that k(s) and k(s) respond to the information obtained from previous
approximations.
Step N (k): Use the solutions in step D(k) to dene
hk1  ~kDn13uk
0
1; n;m − ~
k
Dn23u
k0
2; n;m:
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For the theory below, assume ~k ; ~
k
> 0 are constant on each interface segment of  3 and ~
k+ ~
k
=1.
Let hk2  −hk1. Then approximate the mixed problem
−uki + uki = fi; uki j i = gi; Dni3uki = hki :
The sign change on hk accomodates the fact that, on  3; Dn13u1 =−Dn23u2. Denote the approximation
uki; n;m. Again, we assume that ~
k and ~
k
may be changed to adapt to the results of previous iterations.
By using the moment collocation concept we can accomodate boundary data with jump disconti-
nuities, so the k ; k ; ~k and ~
k
can take dierent values on dierent interface segments of  3.
The algorithm continues, alternating between forming suitable convex sums of the traces and the
normal derivatives on  3 to dene new boundary conditions. The results in [16,19,20] suggest that
eventually both kDn13uk
0
1; n;m + Dn23u
k0
2; n;mk13 and k13(uk1; n;m) − 23(uk2; n;m)k13 will become suciently
small, for large k, where these norms represent the sum of the norms over the boundary segments
of  3. In each case the norms are concerned with the boundary condition that is not approximated
by the step of the algorithm, e.g., ukn;m is the solution with the Neumann condition on  3; thus we
can expect that k13(uk1; n;m)− 23(uk2; n;m)k13 is small only if the algorithm is converging.
Each step entails only a minor revision of the right-hand side of the linear systems and the
computations are readily completed once the matrices have been assembled.
The following theorem provides an error estimate that gives the framework for the study of
convergence in this context.
Theorem 3. Suppose 
; a domain of class C2;1 with boundary  ; is partitioned into two connected
subdomains 
1 and 
2 with LPC1 boundaries. Let  1  
1 \ ;  2  
2 \  and  3  
1 \ 
2. N
is the number of cells partitioning 
1 [ 
2 and nf is the maximum number of faces of any cell.
We assume that each cell interface  3; j3 3 is shared by both cell 
j, part of the partition of

1 and cell 
j0 , a member of the partition of 
2. We approximate the solution u to (A); which is
equivalent to problem (B); with solution pair (u1; u2) dened by ui  uj
i .
Fix multi-indices [n] and [m] and suppose steps 0, and; recursively; steps D(j) and N (j) have
been performed for j<k. Assume that ~k and ~
k
are constants ~kj3 and ~
k
j3 on the segments of
 j3 of  3. We let ukn;m denote the approximation dened on each 
i as u
k
i; n;m. Then; for each cell
adjacent to  3, there are constants C 0j3 and C
0
j03 depending on the geometry of cells 
j and 
j0
such that the following estimate holds:
ku− ukn;mk2H62K([n])2kQm(u)k2H + 2N [nfsupfCpqgsupfkTpqnpq (Dnpq)ukpqg]2
+
X
 3; j3
[ ~kj3kDnj3u1 − Dnj3uk
0
1; n;mkH−1=2( 3; j3) + ~
k
j3kDnj03u2 − Dnj03uk
0
2; n;mkH−1=2( 3; j3) ]
K([n])[C 0j3kQm(u1)k1; j + C 0j03kQm(u2)k1; j0] +
X
 3 ; j3
[ ~kj3kDnj3u1 − Dnj3uk
0
1; n;mkj3
+ ~
k
j3kDnj03u2 − Dnj03uk
0
2; n;mkj3]kj3(uk1; n;m)− j03(uk2; n;m)kj3:
Proof. We dene ki  Rnm(ui)− uki; n;m; this equals Pnm(ui − uki; n;m), since ki is in Go; i[n][m], the set
of functions dened on 
i that are weakly zero on  i. Now follow the argument of Theorem 2 for
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each 
i; i = 1; 2. We get
kui − uki; n;mk2H = (ui − uki; n;m; ui − uki; n;m)1; i
= (ui − uki; n;m; ui −Rnm(u))1; i
+
X
 pq
hDnpqui; pq(ki )− qp(ki )ipq +
X
 i; j0
hDnj0ui; j0(ki )ij0
+
X
 3; j3
hDnj3ui; j3(ki )ij3 −
X
 3; j3
hhki ; j3(ki )ij3; (6)
where  pq are cell interfaces internal to 
i; i; j0 are segments of external boundary  i; i = 1; 2 and
 3; j3 are segments of  3.
Now use Schwarz’ inequality, the inequality ab6( 14)a
2 + b2 and Lemma 1 to get
(ui − uki; n;m; ui −Rnm(u))1; i6 kui − uki; n;mk1; ikui −Rnm(u)k1; i
6 kui − uki; n;mk1; i K([n])kQm(ui)k1; i
6 [kui − uki; n;mk1; i]2=4 + [K([n])kQm(ui)k1; i]2:
As in Theorem 2,X
 pq
hDnpqui; pq(ki )− qp(ki )ipq +
X
 i; j0
hDnj0ui; j0(ki )ij0
6supfCpqgsupfkTpqnpq (Dnpqui)kpqg(nf )
p
NikPnm(ui − uki; n;m)k1; i
6[kPnm(ui − uki; n;m)k1; i]2=4 + Ni[supfCpqgsupfkTpqnpq (Dnpqui)kpqg(nf )]2;
where Ni is the number of cells in the partition of 
i.
The last two summations in Eq. (6) areX
 3; j3
hDnj3ui; j3(ki )ij3 −
X
 3; j3
hhki ; j3(ki )ij3 =
X
 3; j3
hDnj3ui − hki ; j3(ki )ij3:
We combine these for 
1 and 
2. Note that Dnj3u1, dened relative to 
1, equals −Dnj03u2, dened
relative to 
2, for, on  3; u1 = u2 = u and the traces of the gradients agree as well. Also recall that
hk2 =−hk1. We obtainX
 3; j3
hDnj3u1 − hk1; j3(k1)ij3 +
X
 3; j03
hDnj03u2 − hk2; j03(k2)ij03 =
X
 3; j3
hDnj3u− hk1; j3(k1)− j03(k2)ij3:
We consider an individual term in this sum:
hDnj3u− hk1; j3(k1)− 103(k2)ij3 = h(Dnj3u− ( ~kj3Dnj3uk
0
1; n;m − ~
k
j3Dn23u
k0
2; n;m));
j3(Pnm(u1−uk1; n;m))−j03(Pnm(u2−uk2; n;m))ij3
=h ~kj3(Dnj3u−Dnj3uk
0
1; n;m) + ~
k
j3(−Dnj03u+ Dnj03uk
0
2; n;m);
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j3(Rnm(u1)− u1 − uk1; n;m)− j03(Rnm(u2)− u2 − uk2; n;m)ij3
=h ~kj3(Dnj3u− Dnj3uk
0
1; n;m) + ~
k
j3(−Dnj03u+Dnj03uk
0
2; n;m);
j3(Rnm(u1)− u1)− j03(Rnm(u2)− u2)− [j3(uk1; n;m)− j03(uk2; n;m)]ij3:
This expression is made up of two terms of the form
h(Dnj3u− Dnj3uk
0
1; n;m); [j3(u
k
1; n;m)− j03(uk2; n;m)]ij3; (7)
multiplied by constants ~kj3 or ~
k
j3 and four terms of the form
h(Dnj03u− Dnj03uk
0
2; n;m); j3(R
n
m(u1)− u1)ij3; (8)
again multiplied by ~kj3 or ~
k
j3.
Using Schwarz’ inequality, the term represented by (7) is majorized by
kDnj3u− Dnj3uk
0
1; n;mkj3kj3(uk1; n;m)− j03(uk2; n;m)kj3:
A similar estimate holds for (8); however the trace theorem allows the following estimate:
jh(Dnj03u− Dnj03uk
0
2; n;m); j3(R
n
m(u1)− u1)ij3j
6kDnj03u− Dnj03uk
0
2; n;mkH−1=2( 3; j3)kj3(Rnm(u1)− u1)kH 1=2( 3; j3)
6C 0j03ku− uk
0
2; n;mk1; j0C 0j3K([n])kQm(u1)k1;1
for suitable constants C 0j03 and C
0
j3.
We assemble these estimates and recall that, for example kPnm(ui − uki; n;m)k1; i6kui − uki; n;mk1; i ; to
obtain
ku− ukn;mk2H = ku1 − uk1; n;mk2H + ku2 − uk2; n;mk2H
6 [ku1 − uk1; n;mk1;1]2=4 + [K([n])kQm(u1)k1;1]2 + [ku2 − uk2; n;mk1;2]2=4
+[K([n])kQm(u2)k1;2]2 + [ku1 − uk1; n;mk1;1]2=4
+N1[supfCpqgsupfkTpqnpq (Dnpqu1)kpqg(nf)]2 + [ku2 − uk2; n;mk1;2]2=4
+N2[supfCpqgsupfkTpqnpq (Dnpqu2)kpqg(nf)]2 +
X
 3; j3
[ ~kj3kDnj3u1 − Dnj3uk
0
1; n;mkj3
+ ~
k
j3kDnj03u2 − Dnj03uk
0
2; n;mkj3]kj3(uk1; n;m)− j03(uk2; n;m)kj3
+
X
 3; j3
[ ~kj3kDnj3u1 − Dnj3uk
0
1; n;mkH−1=2( 3; j3) + ~
k
j3kDnj03u2 − Dnj03uk
0
2; n;mkH−1=2( 3; j3)]
K([n])[C 0j3kQm(u1)k1; j + C 0j03kQm(u2)k1; j0]:
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The terms of the form [ku1 − uk1; n;mk1;1]2=4 can be combined and absorbed into the left-hand side of
this inequality and other terms then consolidated to yield the theorem.
Thus we see that the algorithm produces approximations to the solution provided
(1) all kDnj3uk
0
1; n;mkj3 + kDnj03uk
0
2; n;mkj3 are uniformly bounded for any k and
(2) all kj3(uk1; n;m)−j03(uk2; n;m)kj3 are discovered to be as small as necessary for suciently large k.
Both these conditions are independent of an a priori knowledge of solution u and can be explicitly
computed at each iteration. Note that the sums in the estimate of the theorem are all concerned only
with the cells adjacent to  3.
The term in the estimate of Theorem 3 that is most dependent on the iterative process is
X
 3; j3
[ ~kj3kDnj3u1 − Dnj3uk
0
1; n;mkj3 + ~
k
j3kDnj03u2 − Dnj03uk
0
2; n;mkj3]kj3(uk1; n;m)− j03(uk2; n;m)kj3:
It is to our advantage to adjust ~kj3 and ~
k
j3 so that this sum decreases as rapidly as possible. Thus
we would like some estimate of how rapidly the terms multiplied by ~kj3 and ~
k
j3 are changing. In the
examples in the next section we try replacing the normal derivatives of the solution ui by Dnj3u
(k−1)0
i; n;m ,
the approximation to the normal derivative in the previous step. Then ~kj3 and ~
k
j3 are adjusted so
that the two terms in the sum (with this replacement) are of equal size. This does appear to dampen
possible wild swings in the approximation process and encourage convergence. Likewise, to form
the convex sum of the traces of the previous approximation for the next Dirichlet step, we adjust
kj3 and 
k
j3 so that
kj3kj3(uk−11; n;m)− j3(uk1; n;m)kj3 and kj3kj03(uk−12; n;m)− j03(uk2; n;m)kj3
are equal. We see how this works in the next section.
4. Two examples
Rice et al. [16] provide some examples that contrast the eectiveness of this method implemented
using ELLPACK software with a method proposed by Funaro et al. [8]. They used second-order
nite-dierence discretizations on uniform grids in two rectilinear subdomains partitioning the unit
square. We consider a similar problem with relatively large cells and test two dierent domain
decompositions.
The problem is to approximate the solution to
−u+ u= f in [0; 1] [0; 3]; (9)
with f dened by the intended solution u(x; y) = sin(3x)sin(y=6); the solution surface is shown
in the bottom graph of Fig. 3.
We use a 10th degree polynomial basis for our approximations, with a 7th or 8th degree Legendre
polynomial basis employed for interface collocation. This combination has been highly eective in
our previous experiments [6,17].
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Fig. 1. Two domain decompositions.
4.1. Example 1
The cells we use in the rst example are all rectangles with base of length 0.5 and height 1
shown in Fig. 1(a). The rst domain consists of the two cells contained in [0; 1] [0; 1]; the second
domain is made up of the four cells in [0; 1] [1; 3].
If we approximate the solution to (9) using the standard six-cell CDA 10th degree polynomial
basis, the maximum error is 3:3 10−6, with H1 error 3:0 10−5.
When we use the alternating algorithm, it takes only two of the Neumann{Dirichlet iterations to
obtain an approximation of essentially the same accuracy. The normal derivatives of the solution on
the interface segment between (0; 1) and (1; 1) are not large, so the initial approximation (with the
assumption that the normal derivatives are zero) is not so far o the mark; the rst approximation
has maximum error of 0.037 and H1 error 0.126. The adjustments to the ’s and ’s discussed at
the end of the last section did not dier much from the often optimal value of 0.5 discussed in
[8,16,19]; the suggested computed values ranged from = 0:548 initially to end at = 0:500:
4.2. Example 2
In the second experiment, we approximate the solution to the same problem, using the domain
decomposition with the interfaces between four triangles shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 1(b).
This time the normal derivatives of the solution are far from zero, so the zero initial approximation
is not good. When we set the parameters  and  equal to 0.5, the approximations oscillate, with
no promise of eventual convergence.
However, the adaptive adjustment of the relaxation parameters  and  works very well here.
After six iterations of the adaptive algorithm, the H 1 error (7:0  10−5) is close to the computed
H 1 error (4:67 10−5) obtained using the CDA for the entire domain. The maximum error after the
six iterations is 2:61 10−5; the maximum CDA error is 1:88 10−5.
We show the results of these computations in Fig. 2, where the results of the two computations
are tabulated. Each pair of iterations is indicated by N (i) and D(i); we list the following below
these headings.
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Fig. 2. Errors in the second example.
Fig. 3. Graphs showing an adaptive cycle and the solution of example 2.
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1. The computed L2 dierences of the traces of the approximation on the interfaces (for N (i)) or
the L2 dierence of the normal derivatives on the interfaces (for D(i)). These are denoted by
Tr=Du
2. The L1 error of the approximation.
3. The H 1 error of the approximation.
4. The value  used for the next approximation; these are all 0.5 for the rst trials; they vary
according to the adaptive algorithm in the second set of trials.
Note that, in the trials N(1), N(2) and N(3) using the adaptive algorithm, the L2-dierence of the
traces at the decomposition interfaces are approximately the same as the global H 1 errors, which
supports the predictions of Theorem 3.
In Fig. 3 we show the graphs of the rst four approximations computed in the second set of trials,
where  was adapted according to the algorithm described at the end of Section 2.
We look forward to further experiments with this interesting algorithm.
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